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APOCALYPSE APPROACHES!
As the final act of Artifacts begins the lines have been drawn and the ultimate battle for the fate of the Top
Cow Universe begins. The alliance formed by Sara Pezzini, bearer of the Witchblade and Jackie Estacado,
host of The Darkness, has been battered to the edge of defeat.

Meanwhile, the antagonist's machinations have gone exactly as planned and his bearers move to bring about
Armaggedon to remake the world. One question remains... what role will Sara and Jackie's daughter Hope
play in the end of the Universe?

PLUS: Each issue will also feature a Top Cow Origin backup written by RON MARZ and drawn by a
superstar artist.
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From reader reviews:

James Haney:

This Artifacts #9 book is not really ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit
you receive by reading this book is information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get information
which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This Artifacts #9 without we
comprehend teach the one who reading through it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don't be
worry Artifacts #9 can bring once you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' turn out to be
full because you can have it in your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Artifacts #9 having fine
arrangement in word in addition to layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Louis Hartford:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family,
or all their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic inside
the park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different to fill your own
personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book could be option to fill your free time/ holiday. The first
thing you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to attempt look for book, may
be the publication untitled Artifacts #9 can be fine book to read. May be it could be best activity to you.

Manuel Arndt:

This Artifacts #9 is great e-book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
also always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it facts
accurately using great arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Artifacts #9 in your hand like having
the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no e-book that offer you world within
ten or fifteen minute right but this book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hi Mr. and
Mrs. hectic do you still doubt in which?

Debra Palacios:

This Artifacts #9 is brand-new way for you who has fascination to look for some information because it
relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who
still having little bit of digest in reading this Artifacts #9 can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books develop itself in the
form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in
guide form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a
e-book especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually. So ,
don't miss the item! Just read this e-book style for your better life and knowledge.
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